
EXCLUSIVE interview: Stephen King speaks!

Previews his terrifying new lineup!



The extraterrestrial hunter beats
the Aliens to Earth and takes on
Danny Glover on the futuristic

mean streets of LA.

Glover cornea
facc-to-whaicvcr
with his alien
adversary.



By MARC SHAPIRO

Murderous aliens

aren’t the only
threat in
Predator 2'»

futuristic t.A.



ever been designed before."

Pauli seems to have done just
that: as we enter the snail's tail

end and walk down a steady in-
cline. we are introduced to a ship
devoid of anything resembling con-
trols. consoles or instrument pan-
els. Surrounding the empty, conical
path are walls and a ceiling that
are erratically textured, a fusion
between reptilian skin and the
Predator's body armor. The tour
ends its downward spiral in a cir-

cular anteroom, where two obelisks
and a trophy case stand as the
craft's lone protrusions.

"When you see the Predator in

here, you'll understand the ties be-
tween himself and his ship." Pauli
continues. "It's an environment,
both technological and reptilian,
where the creature and its ship
blend and work together.

"This film won't be answering a
lot of Star Trek and Star Wars type
of questions. You won't be finding
out just how all this works. You're
just going to see it and know,
somehow, that it does.”

In addition. Pauli is responsible
for creating the architectural mode
lor the 1997 Los Angeles in which
the police (led by Glover), the drug
gangsters and the Predator fight
their three-sided war.

"We re basically 15 minutes into
the future." he explains, “and so it

was tough to separate today's vi-

suals from something that is only
five or six years away. We've basi-
cally gone for a big and outrageous
treatment in most of the struc-
tures: kind of a retrograde future
that's equal parts Brazil and Blade
Runner [which Pauli worked on]
mixed in with modern-day technol-
ogy. The design of the automobiles
is big. boxy and totally colorless.

"We're basically trying to depict
a city that's filled with minorities,
steeped in crime, and where the
politicians are not really in control
of what's going on anymore.
Similar to what Los Angeles is re-
ally like today." he chuckles.

The designer concludes the tour
bv pointing in the direction of the
Predator's trophy case, which con-
tains a wild arrav of skulls repre-
senting the creature's intergalactic
kills. ScanniugJMhft collection, your
coiTespondenliP e«s suddenly fall

to the bottom right corner and a
most familiar' sight—the skull of
the titular creature from Alien.

"Ah yes. the Alien skull." Stan
Winston chuckles. “We felt that
since Predator was being made by
Fox. and both Alien movies were
made by Fox. it made sense

"

Winston, currently in prepro-
duction on Terminator II and wrap-

ping up Tim Burton's latest.
Edward Scissorhands. explains his
motives for doing the second in-
stallment's creature makeup and
various FX. "I was very proud of the
original Predator's design."
Winston offers, “and I didn't neces-
sarily want to have somebody else
doing a character that I had cre-
ated. Working on the sequel also
gives us a chance to finesse certain
things, and to add a few tricks that
we didn't have time to do in the
first film."

Predator 2 features a modified
version of the space fiend, who's a
younger beast this time. The FX
man claims that only the sharp of
eye can tell the difference.

"Unless you pul the heads of the
first Predator and the second
Predator side by side, you won't be
able to tell them apart." Winston
maintains. "But since it's not the
same creature, we've been^tble to
tweak certain facial and bodV ele-
ments. We've added an articulated
gullet which will allow for more lip

movement and facial expressions.
We've strengthened up his

1

“My favorite [sequel
idea] would be to have
the Predator beat the

crap out of the
Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles.”
—John Thomas,

screenwriter

they've already seen before." he
opines. "When you're doing'
something for the first time, the
straps are off and you've got it in
your mind that you're going to
create something nobody's ever
seen before. A sequel makes that
10 times as hard because you're
giving the audience something
they've already experienced.
There's a good /leal that wjll
obviously be familiar but. if you re-
ally take a close look at Predator 2.

you're going to see some new
things."

Hopkins arrives on the set and
heads directly to the ship, the bel-
ter to line up camera angles for a
sequence in which the Predator
communes with his space vehicle.
The director then returns to his
command point on the soundstage
and. in between giving orders to
cast and crew, chronicles how this
became his second U.S. assign-
ment {his first feature. Dangerous
Game, was lensed in Australia) to
contain a monster and a number.

^ "I had spoken to producer Joel
Silver around the time of
Nightmare 5. and he was
keen to have me do a

^ project for him
states Hopkins.

mandibles a bit and given his tusks
more character.

"And. because Kevin has taken
off some weight, we've been able to
build a sleeker body. We've also
changed his color and skin texture
to indicate a younger, more fiery
creature than the first."

In addition. Winston discloses
that he and his crew have added a
few supplements to the Predator's
weaW '

"^Htesign of the shoulder can-
nons' Is ‘different." he notes. 'The
wrist blades are back but they've
been finessed quite a bit. We've
also added a wrist gun that fires

disc darts, a net gun that fires a
self-tightening net and an expand-
ing javelinlike spear."

Winston claims^ that Predator 2
tel,

y|Svchnifi^uiaiK' much mora*
demanding proposition than the
original. "It's harder to jazz an
audience that's seeing something!

"So when he
came to me
with the

suggestion
that I make
Predator 2.

I said. Let's

do it.'
"

The sequel has
become a not
unexpectedly
arduous series of lo-

cation shoots, long days in sound-
stages and plenty

-

of night filming.
But Hopkins helped his own cause
by being in on the script from the
beginning and storyboarding the
film well in advance of its start.

"There's been a bit of a chal-
lenge in directing a creature that
doesn't speak." relates the director.
“Since it can't talk and explain it-

self. we've had to rely on the story
to explain things as we go along.
Which is nice, because obviously
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you’re dealing with something more
serious and less campy than the
Nightmare films.

"What's fascinating about direct-
ing a film like this is that it crosses
over so many genres. It's a horror
story, but it’s science fiction and a
mystery, too."

And it's also a film whose logis-
tics and story complexity would
seem to force a director to modify
his usual filmmaking style.

"There have been some com-
promises." he admits. “There al-
ways are on a picture like this. But
I don't think I've had to change my
basic approach to directing.
Which, in this film, is to paint the
Predator as this mysterious kind of
honorable character, this Gothic

presence with a definite agenda
who stalks the futuristic skyscrap-
ers of Los Angeles."

Throughout the conversation.
Hopkins takes numerous oppor-
tunities to contrast the relative
values of Predator 2 and Nightmare
5. with the latter always comparing
unfavorably in terms of time, bud-
get and prep period. The director is
candid to the max in explaining
that the fifth Freddy fest was. for
him. a real nightmare.

"The film was a gigantic disap-
pointment." sighs Hopkins. "It was
a rushed schedule without a rea-
sonable budget and. after I fin-
ished it. New Line and the MPAA
came in and cut the guts out of it

completely. What started out as an
OK film with a few good bits turned
into a total embarrassment. I can't
even watch it anymore. All I can
say is that it's a pleasure to be
working on a real film now."

As with the Freddy franchise.
Hopkins sees the possibility of a
highly successful Predator series,
but the chances he'll return for an-
other go-round are slim. For now.
though, having the likes of Danny
Glover and Gary Busey (as two
radically different heroes) playing
parts "they haven't played before"
has made life on the Predator 2 set
a constant joy.

As he leaves to check a compli-
cated camera angle. Hopkins
comments on the persistent rumor
that the Predator has brought
along a few buddies who show up

in the last reel. "We've already shot
the ending and there's only one
Predator in it. so if any others turn
up. nobody is going to be more
surprised than me."

Screenwriters Jim and John
Thomas, holding court in a futuris-
tic apartment mockup, are equally
mystified by the gossip.

“More Predators?" laughs John.
'They're not in our script. And. as

5 far as I know, they're still shooting
6 our script."

|
The Thomases originally got the

u evil creature off and running with
1 their screenplay for the 1987 film,

o “What led us to write the first

2 Predator was the notion of what it

£ would be like to be stalked by an
f extraterrestrial novice hunter." ex-
° plains Jim. "It would be for the

| same reasons we hunt big game in

§
Africa. But the main thing that at-

| tracted me was the idea of having

| the tables turned."

t With the first film being a
“ blockbuster hit. the brothers obvi-

|
ously want to top themselves with

a the second. "In this one you get
more of the backstory," clues John.
"We find out that the Predators are
a race of sportsmen with a long
history. We also learn that they've
been coming to this planet for a
long time. There were things cut
out of the first film that left people
mystified as to what this was all

about. Many of those things will be
explained in this one."

“It's also obviously not the same
creature." Jim adds. “This one is

younger and more ambitious,
which is why it chooses an urban
setting for its hunt. We already
know what the Predator looks like
and what it will do. so those things
won't surprise the audience. The
trick for us was to give the audi-
ence the expected, but in new and
innovative ways. We've set you up
with things that you might expect
to happen, but don't be surprised if

they come at you from a slightly
different angle.

“And by pushing the story only
slightly into the future." he contin-
ues. "John and I have had the fun
of putting a subway in Los Angeles
and playing around with the video
technology. We've taken some lib-
erties but. given Los Angeles as we
know it. we felt we were in the
ballpark. We couldn't imagine what
the hell New York was going to be
like in seven years."

Like Hopkins, both writers ad-
mit that Predator 2 sets things up
for what is being projected as a
series of movies. Where they would
go is wide open.

“We could send them into the fu-

(continued on page 64)
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PREDATOR
(continued from page 40)

ture," says John, “or the past. We
could send them to other planets.

People could come to their planet.

My personal favorite would be to

have the Predator beat the crap out
of the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles.”

Predator actor Kevin Peter Hall

further details the changes the
Thomas brothers brought to the
follow-up. ‘The creature is much
smarter.” he reveals. “You see it in

him and his technology. Danny, in

a way, is a bigger adversary than
Arnold was. Basically it's still a
macho thing. The Predator is still

looking for the best possible war-
rior to hang in his trophy case and.

in the drug lords and the cops, he’s

found what he considers worthy
opponents."

Hall claims that playing Mr. Big
Teeth one more time hasn't called

for an attitude check on his part.

“My approach to playing this

creature hasn't really changed," he
judges. “What's great about playing

the Predator is that he is the star

character, and the movie hinges on
him. Early in my career 1 felt like I

was just another guy in a suit. Now
I know that whether or not this

movie works depends on whether
audiences believe this creature.”

Moviegoers will most likely see

Hall doing more monster suit stuff

as Harry the Bigfoot in the upcom-
ing TV series version of Harry and
the Hendersons. And as far as any
further Predator duty goes...

“I would say that's a definite

possibility,” Hall chuckles, “be-

cause there's a back door open for

a Predator 3 that you could drive a
truck through."

Back on the set. Hall’s appear-
ance in full Predator costume coin-

cides with Hopkins' satisfaction

with the spaceship set. Despite
being quite familiar with the actor

in alien drag, crew noise drops a
notch as people take a good look

at the official announcement of an-
other long day of shooting. Hall

climbs the stairs and walks down
the ship's path into the main
chamber. The scene about to un-
fold calls for the monster, among
other things, to turn to its trophy
case and admire its prizes.

As the cameras roll, the
Predator turns to the display and
surveys the skulls. The director

smiles at what will almost certainly

be a “print.” Hall is effectively

limning his “pride” mode.
And you can almost see it oozing

from beneath the Predator's skin.gg

DEAD FX
(continuedfrom page 49)

videos around his bed. He's a real

kid when it comes to movies. He’ll

quote lines from films all day long.

Fang: You worked with both
Romero and Argento on Two Evil

Eyes. How were they different?

Vulich: George is much more real-

istic, whereas Dario is really info

style. For instance, Dario wanted
to shoot a pendulum slicing

through a body and not have any
blood on it. George would definitely

have had blood on it. Dario,

though, did not want any blood on
the blade because as it swung back
and forth he wanted it to catch a

glint of light. Dario does not worry
about blood, or about continuity.

He is into style.

Fang: Did you both grow up want-

ing to work in makeup and FX?
Vulich: I never really thought
about it much. 1 always liked doing

it, but I never thought of it as an
occupation. 1 got jerked around in

my schooling, and I guess 1 did

makeup and FX because I really

couldn't do much of anything else.

1 didn't have a choice.

Burrell: I always knew I wanted to

do FX. While I was still in high
school, 1 made robots for chil-

dren's TV shows. But my parents
never really acknowledged what I

did until 1 made it into Star
magazine right next to Freddy.

Fang: Out of all the FX you've done,

which are your favorites?

Burrell: I've got three. The first

was the gelatin body we just did for

Two Evil Eyes. A girl gets cut in

half and it looks absolutely real.

Also, in The Borrower a guy gets

his head ripped off. That looked

pretty impressive. And then in

Glory, a guy's head gets blown off.

Vulich: I had some good bites in

Day of the Dead, particularly when
Miguel gets his arm bitten. On this

film, Harry Cooper [Tom Towles]

gets his head sliced away and it's

just the brain. Savini figured out a
way to do it, but I did all the

sculpting. In Phantom of the Opera.

I did a throat slashing with a de-

capitation. We just used a fake

head and a rubber throat, but the

editing was quick and that made
the scene very effective. Harry Alan

Towers said it was the best such
effect he has ever seen.

Burrell: The main thing is that we
take pride in our work.
Vulich: Yeah. We're not just trying

to crap something out. We try to be
original, try to be different.

Because that's what makes this

business exciting. K3


